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In the beginning of the independence of the country, Regional Legislature had a weak power, they only could build an executive board called Regional Representative Board which is lead by an Head of the Region. After a Governance Act emerged, Regional Legislature has an equal level compared to the executive in making of regional regulationvosisvisions. In that process, a good cooperative system is absolutely needed in order to gain an acceptability of the provision among the society, particulary in Entertainment Tax, because of the ability ini gaining revenue in regional income. The main problem of the research was “How Is The Pattern of The Relationship Between the Executive and Legislative in Making Regional Regulation of 2011 Entertainment Tax in South Lampung Region”

This research aimed to know the Relationship Pattern Between Executive and Legislative in Regional Regulation of the 2011 Entertainment Tax Wrought Out in South Lampung Region. The method was using qualitative descriptive. Data was
carried away by primer data dan secondary data. Primer data was collected by documents and literatures.

The result was known that executive and legislative had same power in making the regional regulation, therefore emerged a partner-relationship grounded on a coorporative scheme and deliberation consensus. In determining the regulation, executive and legislative coorporatively worked refer simply to democracy and transparency, in order to avoid any fraudulence which could attempted to a conflict.
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